RECRUITMENT FRAUD WARNING
It has come to our attention that various people and organizations unrelated to Emirates
Flight Catering Company and/or its affiliates (“EKFC”) are sending e-mails, letters or instant
messaging communications or otherwise contacting individuals offering fraudulent
employment opportunities at EKFC. These communications often look authentic with a
company logo, job descriptions, salary and benefit details or including convincing personal
details taken from social networking pages.
These communications have no connection with EKFC, nor do we use these methods as part
of the recruitment process. Be wary of anyone who asks you for money in order to take up
a job opportunity with EKFC as this offer will be fraudulent.
Such scams are intended to steal money from the victims. We are taking this matter
extremely seriously and are working with the appropriate legal authorities to stop such
fraudulent schemes. By making you aware of this we hope to avoid and ultimately stop
victims falling for such scams.
Things to look out for include:
 The communication comes from an e-mail address not ending in @ekfc.com. Official
communications from EKFC only come from an e-mail address ending in @ekfc.com
and job opportunities with EKFC are advertised on EKFC’s websites.
 The communication or alleged contract makes poor use of language and/or contains
spelling errors.
 Candidates are requested to contact other companies/individuals such as lawyers,
bank officials, travel agencies, courier companies, visa/immigration processing
agencies, etc.
 The communication requests bank account details. EKFC does not send any
communications requesting a candidate’s bank account details.
 The perpetrators may even offer to pay a large percentage of the fees requested and
ask the candidate to pay the remaining amount.
 There is an insistence on urgency.
What should I do if I receive a fake job offer via e-mail?
 Treat the communication with caution.
 Do not respond.
 Please contact us via our website and include the subject line “Recruitment Fraud”
to confirm the authenticity of the communication.

